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This is Part11 of a work in which WC establish a formula for the Chern character 
of a family of Dirac operators of Atiyah. Patodi. and Singer. Here we establish the 
existence of associated superconnection heat kernels. and we prove the final index 
formula. 1 1990 ,4cadrmK I%\\. Inc 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
The superconnection heat kernels. (a) Construction of the superconnection 
heat kernels. (b) Small time asymptotics of the heat kernel associated with the 
Levi-Civita supcrconnection. (c) The superconnection heat kernel on the 
family of infinite cones. 
A heat equation formula for the Chern character. 
Adiabatic limit and the Index formula for the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index 
bundle. (a) The limit a$ ( + 0 of the Chern character forms. (b) The limit as 
E + 0 of the local index forms. (c) The adiabatic limit of J’. (d) The Chern 
character of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index bundle: The linal formula. 
This is Part II of a work where we establish a formula for the Chern 
character associated with a family of Dirac operators on manifolds with 
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boundary and the corresponding global boundary conditions of Atiyah, 
Patodi, and Singer [APS 11. 
Part I of this work appeared in [BCl]. We refer to the Introduction of 
[BCl] for a general description of our results. The first three sections of 
this work appeared in [BCl], to which we also refer for notations. 
This paper contains Sections 4-6. In Section 4, we prove the existence 
and uniqueness of the superconnection heat kernels on families of 
manifolds with isolated conical singlarities. The same technique will be 
used in [BC3] to show the existence and uniqueness of heat kernels on 
manifolds with a continuous family of conical singularities. Our estimates 
on heat kernels are established by probabilistic techniques. 
In Section 5, we prove that the Chern character of the family of Dirac 
operators can be represented by a heat equation formula extending [Bl. 
Theorem 2.61. This formula depends on the parameters t > 0, t: > 0. In 
Section 6, we prove our final result by taking the asymptotics of our heat 
equation formula first as t J 0, and later as ): JO. Our formula for the Chern 
character was briefly described in [BCl, Eq. (0.4)]. 
As was pointed out in [SC1 1, the techniques of this work combine those 
of [Bl, B2, Cl, C2, C3]. Of special importance in our context are the 
LeviiCivita superconnection introduced in [Bl ] and the cone technique of 
[Cl, c2, C3]. 
Note that most of the time, our references to [BCl] include the number 
of the section or of the equation, but not the explicit indication [BCl 1. 
The results contained in this paper were announced in [BC4]. 
IV. THE SUPERCONNECTION HEAT KERNELS 
The purpose of this section is to construct the heat kernels associated 
with the superconnections defined in [BCl, Section 31. 
In the case of manifolds without boundary, this construction was done 
in [St ] using standard elliptic theory. In Section 1, for one single manifold 
with conical singularity, the functional calculus [Cl, C2] was used to con- 
struct the heat kernel. Equivalently we could separate the radial variable i 
and the cross section variable y E iiZ. 
Here the situation is more involved. In fact we deal with operators L 
given on the cones C(c’Z) by 
n-l ci L++B+c-$--- 
r r dr ’ 
where A, B, C are noncommuting differential operators acting on the cross 
sections ?Z, and we must construct the heat kernel for exp( - L). 
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To construct the heat kernel, we use a probabilistic method, which 
allows us to still separate variables, the radial variable Y being replaced by 
a radial path Y,. In particular, we obtain in this way a straightforward 
generalization of Kato’s domination principle for semi-groups, which 
permits us to compare the heat kernel for exp( -L.) with the heat kernel 
associated with a single manifold with conical singularity. 
The most difficult aspect of the construction is to obtain a control of the 
radial derivatives of the heat kernel near the cone tips. This is done by 
using the Malliavin calculus [M, B4]. With little modification, our method 
will also permit us in [BC3] to construct the “standard” heat kernel on a 
manifold with nonisolated conical singularities. 
We will pursue elsewhere a direct analytic construction of the heat kernel 
for exp( - L). 
This section is organized as follows. In (a), we construct the supercon- 
nection heat kernels on the fibers 2 on M’ associated with the supercon- 
nections A’;. In (b), we study the asymptotics of these heat kernels as t JO. 
In (c), we construct the corresponding heat kernels on the family of infinite 
cones Cr(8Z). 
Our assumptions and notations are the same as in Section 3. In particular, 
we suppose that assumption Hl of Section 3 is verified. 
(a) Construction qf the Superconnection Heat Kernels 
We now will construct the heat kernels associated with the operators 
exp( - (Q + ,I% D’ )‘), exp( - (P + v/X P)‘), exp( - (A’;)‘). (4.1) 
We will of course use the commutation rules of Section 2d. In particular 
if DEB, x, .u’~Z;,\(b~,), we will consider kernels K(x, x’) E A,( T,* B) 6 
Hom((F@r),,, (F@[).). Our kernels will always be calculated with 
respect to the volume element in the fiber Zb for t_he metric g”‘,‘,. 
Let &‘5 be any of the operators (V+ 45 Dt)2, (VI’+ fi D’:)‘, (A’;)‘. We 
will first construct the heat kernels for exp( -s.d;). Our construction will 
in fact apply to the much more general situation of [BC3, Section 2b], 
where we consider a Dirac operator on the manifold M’, which has 
nonisolated conical singularities. 
Set 
.+Y, = -- .&, + r( D’ )‘. (4.2) 
Remember that :8: is a form of degree >= 1 with values in first-order dif- 
ferential operators along the fibers. 
ForO~fiBl,let C”(dZ,) be thecone(]O,/?]xc?Z,)~{6~). 
For s > 0, let P~:?(.u, x’) be the smooth kernel for exp( -s&j) on the 
manifold with boundary Zh\C/‘(11Z,) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
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When formally applying Duhamel’s formula to .d; = t(oi )? - ~8;. we 
obtain 
exp( -s,al;) = exp( -.Y~(P’)~) + jt” exp( -s, r(P)‘) 
0 5 $1 55 
x.u~exp(-(.r-.v,)t(D”)~)~s, 
+ I exp(-.c,t(D’)‘).~~exp(-(.~,-,~,)t(Di’)~) 05\,5,25, 
x&l; exp( -(.r-.rz)f(D’)‘) d.7, dss, 
+ (4.3 1 
and the series in (4.3) has a finite number of terms. 
By [Cl, C2], we know that for t: >O small enough, for s> 0, 
exp( -s(P)‘) is given by a smooth kernel along the fibers Zk. 
In the sequel, we will say that Duhamel’s principle Izol& if formula (4.3) 
holds at the level of heat kernels. In particular, all the integrals in the r.h.s. 
of (4.3) should converge. 
If P:.r is the operator exp(-.s.d;) (when this operator is well defined), 
then the heat equation for PC,, is exactly 
_ 
c P’;,, = -d; P’;,, = 
?.s 
-Pt.,& I 
(4.4) 
P,, = Id. 
We now explicitly write the kernel version of (4.4). We can express ,P/: 
in the form 
<cd; = c dy’ xl;,,, 
where the .c4:,, are (graded) standard differential operators along the fibers 
Z’. Let (J&‘;,,)* be the formal adjoint of .d;,, (with respect to the volume 
element of the fiber Z’). Set 
If PI;,, has a smooth kernel P:,,(.Y, x’) on the fibers Z’ (which is still 
calculated with respect to the volume element A), the kernel version of 
(4.4) is now 
(4.5) 
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THEOREM 4.1. If k E N, p 2 2 are given, for E > 0 small enough, for an)) - 
t > 0, s > 0, h E B, the ,formula 
PJs, x’) = lim P::y(.x, x’) (9, .y’ E Z;, \, { 6,)) 
I{ 1 0 
dejines a kernel ,chich has the jbllowing properties: 
(a) P: ,(x, I’) ‘, IS smooth in the variables s > 0, h E B, x, A- E Z;, ‘,!, 
(b) Pi.,(.y, x’) is a solution of Eq. (4.5). 
(4.6) 
1 
I 
(c) For hi B, 1~10, 11, ~~13, 11, XEZ~, x’=(r’, y)eC(2Zh), as 
r’l0, the derivatives of P(;,,(s, (r’, ~1’)) of arbitrary order in h E B, J!’ E ?Z,, 
und oj order 5 k in r’ tend to 0 ,fa.vter than C,, pr’f’. The roles of’ x and x’ 
can he interchanged. 
(d) Duhamel’s principle holds jbr P: r. 
(e) Pz. Js, x’ ) is a trace class kernel. 
!f P’,(x, x’) is an?’ smooth kernel on Zk \i’hich vertfies Eq. (4.5) and is such 
that .for 1 > s 2 SI > 0, its derivatives of order 5 2 in .v tend to 0 ,faster than 
C, r2 as r JO, then Pi., = Pi. 
Proof: We will prove Theorem 4.1 for ~2: = (a + \/‘> D’ )‘. The proof in 
the other two cases is identical. We will also assume for simplicity that 
t = 1. We have the identity 
(9 + 0’)’ = 0’ + aD’ + (D’ )‘. 
By [Bl, Proposition 1.111, we know that if Y, Y’ E TB, and if 
YH, Y’H~ THM are their horizontal lifts, then 
v”( Y, Y’) = ,I’.‘( YH. Y’“)@ 1 + I @ L( YH, Y’H) -v;;;;,,, y ,,,,. (4.7) 
Also by [Bl, Theorem 2.51, QD’ is a one form with values in first-order 
differential operators acting liberwise. We now describe (v+ 0’)’ on the 
cones C(zZ). By Theorem 2.2, we know that if U E T3Z, on C(aZ), 
R:,;; ,( Y”, Y”‘) U = Rg”( YH, Y’H) U. (4.8 1 
Also Tyl,.,,,( Y”, Y”‘) takes its values in T dZ and does not depend on r. 
By (2.11), we know that 
R’.‘j y”, y”‘) ? ~ V$.,;‘; ,,,, ~ ,,,, ; = 0 
?r (‘r (4.9) 
Finally, L,,., ,,,( YH, Y’H) = L,.( Y”, Y”‘). Therefore we find from 
(4.7)-(4.9) that ?t,, , ,( YH. Y’H) does not depend on r and is 0 on i;/c?r. 
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Then on M’\,M, we will write V; instead of Vfr, , ,. As a differential 
operator, v2 acts tangentially along the fibers (72. By formula (1.8) we 
know that on C(?Z), 
n-l Dr=,j2,f, -‘-- 
i 
p-/ 
(7r 2r i 
f-. 
t 
Since ,f’, = - d/h is parallel for V’, we find that 
,‘7 
VDf. - vD 
r 
Again the operator VD"' only depends on J’ E ?Z and not on r. 
Using formulas (1.9) (1.12), we find that on M’\,,M, (9-t v/T 0')' is 
given in matrix form by the formula 
(a+ $0')' 
=Ei 
(3' n-l (? --- -- 
&.2 r ?r > 
(4.11) 
In (4.11 ), 
22 n-l (7 
E --- -- 
dr’ r i;r > 
is a differential operator which acts radially. The matrix operator [...I acts 
as a differential operator along the fibers aZ. It depends very simply on r 
through t.he scaling factors 1, l/r, and l/r’, which scale operators which, in 
general, do not commute. 
We now replace the cones C(zZ,,) by the infinite cones 
cL(c7zh)=(]o, +zo[ x?Z,)u j6/,). 
We will construct a heat kernel on the cones CL (aZ). We will later glue 
it with a classical heat kernel on a non-singular family of manifolds by the 
methods of [Cl, C2]. 
No_te that except when proving Duhamel’s formula, we will use the fact 
that VDi” and V2 are forms on B with values in differential operators only 
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in a mild way, essentially through the scaling properties of the Grassmann 
variables. In [BC3], this will be replaced by the blowing up of the metric 
on B. 
Let q5 be a C” function which is defined on R, with values in R such 
that 
Set 
4(r) = 1 for r52 
=0 for ~23. 
(4.12) 
We will first construct the heat kernels exp( -sP) on the cones C’ (c72). 
( 1 ) Construction oj‘ tlw Semigroup exp( - .sc”;’ ) 
In [Cl, C2], in the case when B is reduced to a point, the heat kernel 
was constructed by an explicit formula, which involves Bessel function. 
This method cannot be used any more in our situation. So we will instead 
rely on a probabilistic method. 
Observe that if m(r) is a bounded C’ function, we can construct the 
semigroup 
iii 
12 n-1 (7 
exp s E ?I+-- ?r’ > 11 
-m(r) , 
r ?r 
using the well-known FeynmanKac formula. 
If m(r) is instead a finite dimensional matrix, there is a non-commutative 
version of the FeynmanKac formula (see, e.g., [B2, Section 21). Here, we 
will use this non-commutative FeynmanKac formula when m is the 
infinite dimensional operator I/-‘. 
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Our construction will consist of two main steps: 
l The first step is to exhibit a kernel which is a natural candidate to 
be the solution of our problem. This will be done using our generalized 
Feynman-Kac formula. 
l The second step is to prove estimates on this kernel near the cone 
tip [S,), which will show that this kernel is indeed unique. This will be 
done by using the Malliavin calculus. 
Step 1. Let s + I’,\ E %(R + : R*, ) be one given positive continuous path. 
For j*O E (?Z,, consider the time dependent parabolic equation on (72, 
(4.13) 
Here S, should be considered as a map from HA* OH;,’ into itself, and 
(4.13) exactly says that if h’EA(T,*B)6(H~‘@H~‘), then 
c:s h’ (= -;s,(iy:$lz’): (7s s,, I1 ’ = h ‘, 
By [F, Sections 9.5 and 9.61, we know that Eq. (4.14) has a unique 
solution given by a kernel S,( .I‘,~, ~1) (.F > 0, J’~~, J’ E ?Z,) which is jointly 
continuous in (s, .I’~, J)) and C ’ in (13 (I, J’), with derivatives which are also 
jointly continuous in all variables. 
Of course, ifl,E?Z,,, S,(.r,,, ~)~n(r,*B)~Horn((FO~),., (FOO,,,). 
We now estimate the C” norm of S,(J’,, J). Let ;’ bc the inverse of the 
increasing function s --f I;, dq’rzc,, Then 
(4.15) 
The second-order part of the operator r’2’: is contained in the operator 
which does not depend on r. Also r’d is a bounded function, and so the 
lower order part of the operator r’9; is uniformly bounded (as a function 
of Y), C” in J’ with bounded derivatives in j’. 
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Since B is a compact manifold, the various constants which appear in the 
estimates which follow are uniform in h E B. 
By [F, Sections 9.5 and 9.61, for any k E N, there is nx E N such that if 
as 1, then 
IIS;.$,(l’O> ~)ll,.lij,,,.,,i,~~~. (4.16) 
Of course, C, and nk do not depend on the path r. For s 2 0, S, acts as 
a bounded operator on the Hilbert space I?“@ H”‘. We now estimate the 
uniform norm /lS,I/ r of S, or, equivalently, the uniform norm lIS,*Il , of 
the adjoint S.7. 
The Grassmann variables in Tz B can be scaled by an artitrary constant 
factor. Also 4(r) 5 C/r, and, moreover, D ‘% is everywhere invertible. Since 
0’ and ,f, G,, D are first-order differential operators, we find that after scal- 
ing of the Grassmann variables, if h’ is taken as before, 
4(r) 
Ii 
(v*+.f., vD”/)ll, h, <i ,lDnh,l/2, 
’ )’ 
= zr2 (4.17) I 
Note that in the case of manifold with families of conical singularities 
considered in [BC3], instead of scaling the Grassmann variables in T*B, 
we will blow up the metric on B. Clearly, 
? 
k llS,*hll*= -Re<S,*h’, sY;,,STh’). (4.18) 
From (4.17) we find that if F > 0 is small enough, then 
(S,*h’, Y;,<Sdh’) & IID”‘S,*hll’. (4.19) 
Since DTz is invertible, there is C’ > 0 such that 
IlD”~:S,*h’II’14C’IlS,*h’il’ (4.20) 
and so from (4.18)-(4.20) we get 
; il.Sfh’ll 5 -F llS,*h’II’. (4.21 ) 
1%’ 
Using Gronwall’s lemma, we deduce from (4.21) that 
(4.22) 
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and so 
For s’> 0, let S,: (s 2 s’) be the solution of Eq. (4.13) with the initial 
condition S:: = I,,-@ ;),,, 0 (5 ( ,,,; Then if 0 <s’<s” <.s, we have the identity 
s, = s,,, q.. s.;.” . (4.24) 
Set 
Similarly, if -7 is the inverse of u + j;11 d/z/r:,,, set 
d’ = l;,l h (1/4)j;d/Lrf,,). 
Let 11 i/HS denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Using (4.24), we find that 
for k, k’ E N, 
lIVk~,Vk’llHS5 IV ~Jl,, llq4 x lI~:“V”‘llHs. (4.25) 
A similar argument is used in Cheeger, Gromov, and Taylor [CGT] to 
estimate heat kernels. Since 
using the analogue of (4.23) for S,::., we find that 
Also from (4.16), we find that 
IW ~,~ll”SS c, (1 + (J; $) “;>. 
i I 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
A similar equality holds for IIS-:” Vk’ll HS. From (4.26) (4.27) we find that 
if si 1, 
IIV” S., V”lI HS 5 C,.,, ( 1 + (6 f$) ‘I’ I) ew 1-f i,: 2) 
B 
(4.28) 
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Set 
II4 = sup t-1,. (4.29) 
0 5 /I ( / 5 
By taking k, k’ large enough in (4.28) we find that for any k E N, there 
exists pk, qk E N such that if 0 < s 5 1, 
Let lIlS,5111 r be the norm of S, considered as a linear map acting on 
A( T*B) 6 (H’ r @ H” ) when this last space is equipped with the uniform 
sup norm. We claim that there exist C > 0, C’ > 0 such that for 0 5 s 5 1, 
‘. (4.31 ) 
If li dh/rz,, < 1, by considering Eq. (4.15) for S;.,,, and noting that, if 
*’ = S, then a < 1, by using the obvious extension of [B4, Theorem 2.41 to i <I 
represent kernel S;,(, = S,, we find that ]]lS,/]l * is uniformly bounded. If 
J; dh/r,‘, 2 1, using the first part of inequality (4.28) we find that (4.31) still 
holds. 
Take r. > 0. Let Q:!” be the probability law on C(R+ ; R*, ) of the 
Bes((n - 2)/2) process r. starting at r. at time 0 (see Pitman and Yor [PY, 
Section 21). If ~1’ is a standard Brownian in R” such that ]l;l~o] = rg, the 
probability law of the stochastic process / 11’1 is exactly Qr,,,. The infinitesimal 
generator of the Markov diffusion r is (up to a constant) the radial part of 
the Laplacian in R”, i.e., 
1 
i 
-7 M-l? ‘l-+-- 
Z c7r’ 1 r c?r 
Let Ear” be the expectation operator with respect to Q’:;. In the sequel S, 
will be considered as a function of r E %?(R + , R*, ). Let h(r, y) be a bounded 
measurable section of F@ < on CX(8Z). 
Set 
To see that the r.h.s. of (4.32) is indeed well defined, using (4.30) it is 
enough to prove that 
EGr[ Ilrll “1 < + y3. (4.33) 
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This is an easy consequence of the representation of r as 1~31 together with 
[IMK, p. 271. If h is continuous, using (4.31) we also find that 
lim (P,h)(r,, yo) = h(r,. .vo), 
TlO 
Finally, using the Markov property of r. we get 
(f’, + ch)( rg, .I,~) = (P,P,~)(ro, .I-~). (4.34) 
Assume now that h is C”, has compact support, and vanishes near S,,. 
Using Ito’s formula [B3] and Eq. (4.13), we find that 
is a local martingale. 
Since h has compact support and vanishes near bh, $“h is uniformly 
bounded. Using the estimate (4.31), we find that (4.35) is a bounded 
process, and so is a martingale. By taking the expectation of (4.35) with 
respect to Q;,), we get 
(P,h)(r,, yo)= h(r,, yo) - [’ (P,B”h)(r,. .vo) da 
-0 
(4.36) 
So (4.33)-(4.36) already tells us that P,y is a semigroup whose “gener- 
ator” is B”. We now disintegrate (4.32) to calculate the kernel of P,. 
Let py(r, r’) be the heat kernel on R, associated with the operator 
d” n-ld 
dr’+-- 
r dr . 
Here py(r, r’) is a kernel calculated with respect to the measure r”’ ’ dr’ 
on R,. 
By [PY, Eq. (2.h)], we know that 
pt(r, r’) = ’ 2s(rr’)(“-2)J exp { -(r2iT’)} I,,,- 21;2 (F). (4.37) 
For ro, rb > 0, s > 0, let Q:;f:i be the probability law on %‘(R+ ; R*, ) of 
the Bes((n - 2)/2) bridge starting at r. at time 0 and reaching rb at time 2~s. 
For the definition and properties of Bessel bridges, we refer to [PY, 
Section 21. Let us simply say that Q!$; is the disintegration of the 
measure QrO with respect to the map r E %‘(R + ; RT ) + r2c,. 
For s > 0, I?,,, J’ E dZ, set 
P,((ro, I’~), (rb, ,v)) =pZ5(ro, rb) ~Q~~~~~jlC~2,(~~o, ~11. (4.38) 
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The right-hand side of (4.38) is well defined. In fact, using estimates 
(4.30))(4.31) we only need to prove that for any p E N, 
E”:;%t[ 11 rll “1 (4.39) 
is uniformly bounded, as ro, r; vary in a bounded set of R, Let X, E R” 
be such that IX,/ = Y,,. For Y,, E R”, let p>,$$(, be the probability law on 
W(R + : R”) of the Brownian bridge s + II’, E R” such that ~1’~) = A’,, 
11‘*,, = Y,. If q ’ is the sphere of center 0 and radius r; in R”, and if &J 
is the area element on ST;1 ‘, let ~“.“..’ be the probability measure on 
C(R + ; RI’), 
-,1 *&I {9-l ~~~,?o exp( - IX, - Y,,I’i4e.~) &J( Y,,) 
p. = ‘0 
js;,; 1 exp( - IX,, - Y,,l */YES) d~( Y,,) 
(4.40) 
Under j3’.*“, the law of the process /\$‘I is exactly Q?f:i. From standard 
results on Brownian bridges in R” [IMK, p. 271, we then find that (4.39) 
is indeed uniformly bounded as r,,, rb vary in a bounded set. More 
precisely, we also find that for one given s > 0, as r;T + x,, l?%[ llrll”] 
grows polynomially with rb. Using (4.38) we find that EQ:b;:~~[Szc(~,,, J,)] 
grows at most polynomially with rb. Since by [Wa, p. 2031, for any r> 0, 
aszf+m, 
I,,(z) - exp(z)/$E (4.41) 
we deduce from (4.30) and (4.37))(4.40) that for bounded r,,, as r;, + + ~3, 
P,((ro, y,,), (rb, y)) decays like exp( - C(s) rh’) (with C(s) > 0). 
From (4.32) and from the previous estimates, we find that if h is a 
bounded measurable section of F@ r on C%(?Z), then 
(P,h)(r,, I’~) = ’ ! P,((ro, y. ), (r’, y))h(r’, y) r”‘+ ’ dr’ dy, C’(iZ) 
The estimate (4.30) also shows that for given r,), rb, s > 0, 
P,((ro, ~~1, (4, ~1) is C” in yO, J’. We claim that P,(r,,, -vu), (r’, J.)) is 
jointly continuous in all variables. This is clear for the following two 
reasons: 
(a) The map which to s,ro, rb > 0 associates Q$i is continuous 
(when the set of probability measures on %‘( R + ; R*, ) is endowed with the 
narrow convergence topology). This is clear from the fact that under the 
probability measure pn,*” defined in (4.40) the law of In,/ is Q~$~ and also 
because X0, Y, + P,. y0 is continuous. 
(b) The map (s, r) E R*, x cC(R+ : R*, ) + S,s( Y,. Y) is continuous. 
This easily follows from the estimate (4.30). 
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Using uniformity in the bound (4.31) it is not difficult to find that P is 
jointly continuous for all variables. 
Also from Eq. (4.36) and using the same notations as in (4.5), we find 
that for given Y,, > 0, y0 E dZ, on ?(aZ,,)\{ S,), the following equality 
holds in the sense of distributions: 
? 
~h>JJ>.)= -(ag,..,,)*P,((r,,?,,~),.). (4.42) 
Using standard elliptic theory, we deduce from (4.42) that (s, r, y) --f 
Ps(ro, ~1~)~ (Y, J)) is a C” distribution. Since P is continuous in all 
variables, the map (s, r, J,) + P,(ro, J’~)), (r, JB)) is C’ and Eq. (4.42) holds 
pointwise. 
Step 2. We now must estimate P,((r,, J”), (r;), J,)) and its derivatives 
as r; J 0. This is essential in order to establish uniqueness results. Unique- 
ness is, of course, very important here, since our Chern character forms will 
have to be unambiguously defined. 
From inequality (4.30), from the uniform bound in (4.39) and from 
Holder’s inequality, we find that for 0 <s 5 1, 
IIP,(ro,. L (rb,.)II(.i(;I,,.;z,, 
< c Als(ro, 4) k s(,i 
By [PY, Eq. (2.i)], we know that 
EQ,;';; lexp { -cf ;]] =“““b;~);;I’~‘)” (2). 
From (4.37), (4.43 ), (4.44), we find that 
Ilp,(r03.L (r~,~)IIc~~~zhxr~z~~ 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45 ) 
By (1.83), we know that for v > 0, as z JO, I,.(z) b z’. Therefore from 
(4.45), we find that for E>O small enough, llP,((ro;), (r;:.))/1c.~,~7xiz, 
tends to 0 as r. or rb tend to 0 faster than r: or rhp. 
We now control the radial derivative (dP,/dr~)((r,;), (t-h,.)). To do this 
we will use the Malliavin calculus [M, B4). Take X”E R” such that 
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/X0/ = r0 > 0. Let PXO be the probability law of the Brownian motion IV in 
R”, with \tlO= X0. Then the probability law of /K../ is equal to QF,,. 
Let h be a C’ section of F@ < on C’(aZ,) which has compact support 
and vanishes near 6,. We fix s such that 0 < s 5 1. By an elementary 
property of the Girsanov transformation [B3], we know that for any d> 0, 
1 5 i I II, under the probability measure -- 
expj -&I&, - wh) - d’m) dFj3(,. 
the law of the process, 
a + w:;“= (WC;, . ..) 12” u ‘, M’: + d(u A 2&T), . ..) w::,, 
is still equal to P >,). 
We now note explicitly the dependence of S: on I’ E %(R+ : RT ). We find 
that 
i E”k exp{ -d( M.;,:, - n,b) - LI~I-:~ 1 
,=I 
so that (4.46) does not depend on de R. Note that an identity of the type 
(4.46) is the basis of the approach of [B6] to the Malliavin calculus. 
We now differentiate (4.46) at d = 0. Note that 
& l’“‘:;dld=(, = fi (u A 2E.S) 
11’0 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
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For CI < s we define S&‘.“’ as after (4.23) (the dependence on lir/ being 
explicitly noted). Using Eq. (4.13). we find easily that S~“““‘(J,,, ~3) depends 
smoothly on d so that 
Note that (4.49) makes sense because for u > 0. S~:,‘(J,,,, ~3) is smooth in the 
variables ( yo, ~9). 
The differential of (4.46) at d= 0 is 0. Let us assume for the moment that 
we can safely differentiate (4.46) under the expectation sign. We then find 
that 
We claim that to prove that differentiation is indeed possible under the 
expectation sign in (4.46) we essentially need to prove that the various 
integrals in (4.50) do make sense. In fact the main difficulty in the proof of 
(4.50) is that coefficients like l/r’ or l/r are singular at I’ =0 and that 
functionals like ir’,Q JL’;?<I are also singular if K,;:‘, = 0. 
Let q(r) be a C’ function on [0, + ec% [ with values in [0, I], which is 
such that 
q(r) = 0 on CO, 1 C 
=l on [2, +lyi[. 
For q> 0, set 
In Eq. (4.13) for S:, we replace the functions I/r’ and l/r by $:(r) and 
$z(r). Also in Eq. (4.46), we replace l/1$:1 by $%(j\c;:fl). 
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For every q > 0, we now have the analogue of (4.46). Since the expres- 
sions in (4.46) are no longer singular, we can differentiate them at n=O 
and we obtain a non-singular version of (4.50). By making q JO in such 
non-singular formulas, we then expect to obtain (4.50). 
If in fact, the integrals in (4.50) do make sense, it is not difficult to prove 
that we can take the limit as q + 0 in the approximating equalities. So in 
this case, equality (4.50) holds. We now concentrate on the proof that the 
various terms in (4.50) do make sense. By definition, 
Since h vanishes near 6, and has compact support, we can integrate by 
parts in the r.h.s. of (4.51) and find that (4.51) is equal to 
Note that if equality (4.50) holds, by disintegration of (4.50) with respect 
to l~,~~..,l = 4, we will obtain an explicit expression for (?I’,/?&) 
(Y”, yO), (rb, y)), from which the corresponding estimates will follow. 
The third term in (4.50) obviously makes sense. More precisely, let a$” 
be the probability law of IV. conditioned on l~1~,,~/ = rh. By definition, 
Under “rj,, the law of 11;1.1 is exactly Q;;f;;. Using (4.40), it is not difficult 
to prove that for any q 2 1, E”% ( M~~,~,~ - IVY, \i’21,,, ) I y is uniformly bounded 
as A’,, rb remain bounded. Still using the bound (4.30), we find that for any 
p 2 1, for c > 0 small enough, the kernel K, given by 
= -p:l,(r,, rb) E”% 
(M.zcs - ‘1‘0, M’Zt, > s,w,,(y 
2esrh 2.) 01 
?,) 
1 
(4.53) 
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and its derivatives in (yO, y) tend to 0 as r0 or rb tend to 0 faster than r{; 
or Y;,~. 
We now concentrate on the second term in (4.50). If we admit for the 
moment it does make sense, then it is equal to 
(4.54) 
Set 
= p:‘,( Y,,, r;) E”.? 
We will prove that for E > 0 small enough, the kernel K, is indeed well 
defined and tends to 0 as r. or rb tend to 0 faster than rg or r{y. 
Let z be an even Grassmann variable, such that 2’ = 0. Set 
(4.56) 
Then one verifies easily that S’i,( yO; ) is the unique solution of the 
parabolic equation 
s;,‘(Y”.~)=~,,,:,,.“o~:,u~’ 
In (4.56) O(J,Sg:““‘/8d) is the coefficient of z in ST,, which we will also 
note [S’&]?. Then 
K2((ro, yo), (rk 4’)) 
= p::,,(ro, rh) E”% 
1 
(4.58) 
Now in comparison with Eq. (4.13) for S, the main point to observe in 
Eq. (4.57) is that in (cl.Y~,,.,;,/dd),=,, the potentially harmful coefficient 
l/I~..~,:,~l’ appears. However, ~~~~~~~~~~ is at most l/)~‘~~,l~, i.e., of a “size” 
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comparable to the coefficient of D’ in 6”;,,2,>,. Moreover, since r can be 
scaled, this second-order piece is in fact much smaller than D’/l~tl,, ,I’. 
Therefore, we can estimate S;l, in the same way as Sz, in (4.30). 
Set 
I . 
0 = inf r,,. (4.59) 
0 5 h 5 7r.\ 
From (4.57) we find that given .Y > 0, 
(4.60) 
Of course, in (4.60), C’ is a fixed positive constant. 
We claim that for any p E N, y E N, for A > 0 large enough, for any 1: > 0, 
.r with 0 <s 5 1, the function 
is finite and tends to 0 like r:; or r;,” as r. or r;, tend to 0. 
For n’ E R*, , n < n’, set 
n-2 A=- 
n-2 
2 ’ 
,Ll = ~ 
2 
and assume that 
A = i(p’- j.'). 
By [PY, Eqs. (2.f) and (2.i)], we know that 
(4.61 ) 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
We claim that for any qE N, for n’ large enough, EQ::;:t;;[O’ “1 is finite 
and is dominated by rO-” as r. JO. In fact if 0’, = inf,, ~ ,) ~ /, Y,~. 
6 = inf,, 5 ,, 5 zB., rl,, then 
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By definition, since 0 ; ” is a( Y,~ 1Iz 2 ES) measurable, 
(4.66) 
When r; varies in a bounded region, p:f,(r,, rh) has a positive lower 
bound as r0 J 0. Also p:l((r, rb) is a bounded function of r. Therefore, 
E”::, :;:[(I; “1 5 CEQqO; “1. (4.67 ) 
Set 
8= inf Y,. (4.68 ) 
O~,<+x 
Since the function Y “‘+’ is harmonic for the operator 
d’ (H-1) d 
u”+-- r r dr ’ 
we find easily that if Y 5 r,), 
Q’:,‘($ 2 y) = ‘;-‘I + 21’1 7. (4.69) 
Therefore, if n’ > (I+ 2. then 
From (4.67))(4.70), we find that if n’> 4 + 2, 
E”;,;;[(H;) “1 5 C,, Y(, [‘. (4.71 ) 
Similarly, if n’ > p + 2, if r;, is bounded away from 0, and if I’() tends to 0. 
E”:;,;:[(o;) “I s c;, (4.72) 
From (1.83), (4.64))(4.67), (4.71), (4.72) we find that for A large enough, 
the function (4.61) has the required property. From (4.60) we see that for 
c > 0 small enough, the kernel K*((u,,, yo), (r;). J,)) and its derivatives in 
(yO, J>) tends to 0 as r0 or r; J 0 faster than r{; or r;,“. 
From (4.50))(4.55), we know that 
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Therefore, for E > 0 small enough, (C+P,/&,)((r,,, ~1~)) (r;), J,)) still has the 
same properties as rg or r;, tend to 0. 
By iterating the integration by parts procedure to higher order 
derivatives as in the classical Malliavin calculus [M, B4], we find easily 
that we can control, in the same way. the higher order derivatives of 
P,((r,,, .vJ, (4, .vd) in (ro, I’~~, r;,, J)) and so all the joint derivatives in 
(rg7 yo3 r;,, y). Of course for one I: > 0, only a finite number of derivatives 
m r. or r; will be controlled. The key point is to observe that instead of 
l/r:,,, we will now have “singular” terms like l/r:,,, . . . . l/r;,,, which are, 
however, easily controllable as in (4.60))(4.72) by simply replacing (I in 
(4.56) by 0’, 8’. 
We now claim that if Pj’(( r”, J~~), (r,), js)) is the smooth kernel associated 
with the operator exp( -sA”) on the manifold with boundary Z“j,CP(?Z) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, then for i: > 0 small enough, 
P,((r,,, J.,~), (4, ~1) = ‘,E PY((ro, .voL (4, Y)). 
Since Pl;‘((ro, J,,), (r;), J!)) is known to be smooth in all variables, by 
proceeding as in [B4, Section 21, we find easily that if T,j is the stopping 
time, 
then 
T,, = inf( s 2 0; r, = /j ) 
Now as fi JO, T,{ T + cz Q;;$; almost surely, and so 
Pf((r,,. .voL (4, .v)) + P,(r,,, .r,,), (4, .v)). 
(2) Duhamel’s Form& ,fbr exp( - sR” ) 
Set 
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Then we have the identity 
Equation (4.15) can be written in the form 
(4.75) 
9:: takes its values in first-order differential operators along the fibers (:Z. 
Moreover, as is well-known [F, Section 9.41, the singularities which 
appear in Duhamel’s formula when perturbing .9’, by first-order differential 
operators are integrable. We then find that 
(4.76) 
and the series in (4.78) only contains a finite number of terms. Of course, 
equality (4.70) should be considered as an equality of C” kernels. From 
(4.76), we get 
(4.77) 
We now will show that we can integrate the kernel version of (4.77) with 
respect to the positive measure on C( R + : R*, ), 
p:IJro, 4) e:,;:;;;. 
Note that r2q5(r) and rqb(r) are bounded functions. We use (4.76) (with 
s replaced by ig’dh/rf,,). R emember that for c: > 0 small enough, B’ is 
invertible. Also, we have the inequality, 
c ’ dh ,l_s( sup ri) ‘, 0 r ;,, 0 5 lr ( 21 I (4.78) 
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When dominating any kernel K(J’, ~1’) by its norm IK(y. ~*‘)i, using the 
fact that the singularities in Duhamel’s formula with respect to first-order 
operators are integrable, we find that there is C” > 0, y> 0 such that, for 
one c > 0 small enough. the kernel version of the r.h.s. of (4.77) is 
dominated bv 
(4.79) 
As we saw after (4.39) (4.79) is integrable with respect to the measure 
p:‘,(ro, rb) Q$i. U smg the fact that equality (4.77) can be integrated and 
the Markov property of r, we find that the kernel version of Duhamel’s 
formula holds for the kernel P,(ro, I,~)), (r;,, J,)). 
(3 ) Cnnstruc’tion of‘ the Smigroup exp( - .c.d’, ) 
For u >O, by [Wa, p. 2031 we know that as r + + X, 1,(r) - 
exp(=)j&. From inequality (4.45), we find that there exists p E N such 
that for given 0 < /j < 1’ + ~8, if [j 2 ro, r;, 2 ;‘, then for 0 < s 5 1. 
(4.80) 
Let K((ro, .ro ), (r;I, J,)) be the heat kernel for exp( -.vGJ”;) on the double 
of the manifold with boundary Z’\C’ ‘(62). Using (4.80) and the corre- 
sponding inequality for the kernel P:, it is now very easy to glue the 
kernels P,$ and P,: together by the method of [APSl, Section 3; Cl], or 
also by the method of images, to obtain a heat kernel P:, , on Z’ which has 
all the required properties. 
The uniqueness (for E > 0 small enough) of P:, , is now a standard conse- 
quence of the smoothness of Pt., away from the tips 6,,, and also of the 
decay properties of PC,, and its first two derivatives at the tips b;,, which 
permits integration by parts. The fact that Pt., also depends smoothly on 
the base point h E B can be proved exactly as in [Bl, Proposition 2.81, i.e., 
by using Duhamel’s formula. Note again that the estimates at the tips {S, j 
play a critical role in allowing us to integrate by parts in Duhamel’s 
formula. 
Finally, for every s > 0, the kernel P’;, , clearly defines a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator. Since P;., = P:,> i Pz,z , , P;,, is also trace class. 
The theorem is proved ‘for ‘the operator exp( - (v + D)‘). The operator 
exp( - (A: )2) does not raise any new difficulty. Simply observe that rT 
tends to + a as r -+ + m. At this stage we simply avoid the difficulty by 
replacing a T by #(r)rT and by proceeding as before. 1 
Remark 4.2. Inequality (4.43) can be viewed as a consequence of a 
generalized Kato’s domination principle. 
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(b) Small Time Asymptotics qf the Heat Kernel Associated ,z,ith 
the Levi-Civira Superconnection 
Remember that the heat kernels in one given fiber 2; are calculated with 
respect to the Riemannian volume form & of the fiber. Because of the split- 
ting TM’ = TZ’ 0 THM’, Li.u will be considered as a differential form on M, 
which vanishes on vectors in THM’. 
For E >O small enough, for t > 0, let PF(.u, .u’) be the smooth kernel 
along the fibers Z’ associated with the operator exp( - (A;)‘). 
If o is a differential form on M, cornaX will denote the differential form on 
B such that 
where . . . denotes a sum of forms of degree strictly smaller than II in the 
vertical Grassmann variables. 
We now prove the analogue of [Bl, Theorems 4.12 and 4.161. 
THEOREM 4.3. For an?’ x E M’. ’ ^  
l,$Tr,,[Pj(.x,.s)] LLX= {A(iR”‘.‘)Tr[exp(-L’)])“l”’ A rls (4.81) 
ami the convergence is un$orm ichen .Y stalss hounded arz’ajx ,fionz the 
fipsjd,}. In particular, on & u M”\M 
lim Tr,Y[ PT(x, x)] = 0. 
I 1 0 
(4.82) 
Proof: (4.81) follows from the local families Index Theorem of [Bl, 
Theorems4.12 and 4.161. Also by (2.11), we know that R”‘.‘(SjZr,.)=O. 
Therefore, on @uM’\M, we find that the r.h.s. of (4.81) is 0. The 
Theorem is proved. 1 
(c) The Superconnection Heat Kernel on 
the Family of Infinite Cones 
For hi B, let C’(dZ,) be the infinite cone, 
CXa((c?Z,) = (IO, + m[ x (‘Z,) u (S,), 
where 6, compactifies P(i?Z,) as the coordinate r E 10 + ;c [ tends to 0. 
Set 
N’= u C’(?Z,,)\,(S,} 
htA 
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Clearly the even-dimensional manifold N’ fibers on B by a map which we 
still call 7r. 
We extend F, , F- , 4 to N’ as in Sections l(a) and 2(c). We also define 
the superconnection A ;, ‘* as in (2.47) by the formula 
rc( T=:) 45’ (4.83) 
J 
We now need to make sense of the kernel exp( - (A; 7 )‘). A basic dif- 
ference with the situation considered in Theorem 4.1 is that r is no longer 
bounded. In particular, for r 3 1, 
-rc(T’z)/4 fi. 
I/r 3 l/r’. Also the factor r appears in 
These issues were avoided in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but here they will 
be easily dealt with by simply noting that the potentially embarassing 
terms appear together with Grassmann variables in /1(T*B), which can be 
scaled. 
Let Pq;: (x, x’) be a C” kernel--it it exists-for the operator 
exp( -s(A;.” )2). The analogue of Eq. (4.5) is now 
-+x,x’)= -A;:,YP;:;(x,.u’)= -(A;.“):. P’$(.u,.x’) 
(4.84) 
P;; (x, x’) = z~t:oi’,, Od,.=.,,. 
Observe here that because of terms like VU D’“/r or rc( TPz) (which are 
big enough as r 7 + ‘x)) it is not even clear at this stage that the Dirichlet 
heat kernels Pt::-.ti(.~, x’) on C’*(;iZ)\Cl’(iiZ) exist. This is why the 
formulation of Theorem 4.4 will slightly differ from Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.4. For F > 0 small enough, for uny t > 0, h E B, there e.uists 
one and on1.y one kernel P:;: (x, x’) on C * (CiZ) which has the following 
properties: 
(a) P’;;;* (x, x’) is smooth in the variables s > 0, b E B, x, x’ E C ’ (SZ,). 
(b) P~I,~ (x, x’) is u solution of Eq. (4.84). 
(c) For any u E 10, l] there exists C, > 0, such that for 1 > s 3 sl, 
x,x’ E Cr(c?Z,) with x’ = (r’, y’), the derivatives of P::J-(i, (r’, y’)) of 
urbitrary order in y’ and qf order < 2 in r’ tend to 0 as r’ tends to 0 ,fuster 
then C, r12. 
(d) For unq’ c(, G(’ with 0 < r < c(’ d 1, there exists C,,,, > 0 such that if 
%<S<cc’, y .x = (r, ,v), x’ = (r’, y’) E C x (SZ,), the derivatives of 
PI’,” (.Y, (r’. ~3’)) of urbitrary order in .y’ and of order 6 2 in r’ tend to 0 as 
r”: + Yj ,fu.ster then exp( -C,,, lr’l’). 
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In (c) and (d), the roles of .Y and x’ can he interchanged. Also jor un)’ 
k > 2, for c > 0 smull enough, the derivatives of P~:~’ (x, (r’, 1.‘)) of arhitrar~~ 
order in x, J” and gf order <k in r’ tend to 0 as r’ -+ 0 jbster than C,..,. 
If’P::.z(.~,,~‘)=P,;.,:(-~,.u’),,for any t>O. (r, J,)EC’(?Z~) 
P:” ((r. .I>), (r, y))=> P;’ ((1, J’). (1, y)). 
I- 
(4.85) 
Proqf: To construct the kernel P::,x(x, x’), we will proceed as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 and use similar notation. Clearly, 
r2 (,*(p/) 
(A;.‘)2=(+)2+t(D’)2+G t 
_ (ju Di/ 
--f& - 
I 
We will first prove our theorem for t = 1. Let W;,’ be the differential 
operator on ?Z 
(4.87) 
We will again take c> 0 small enough so that the operator 
(( - e/4)(n - 1 )(n - 3) + (D”)” + &f, D’“) is positive. Clearly, we have 
the identity 
(A,;.‘)“= --E (4.88) 
With the notations of the proof of Theorem 4. I, for Y E %(R + , R*, ), we 
consider the parabolic equation 
?s’:, xz ’ _ +yyt:.c 
c?s li , (4.89) 
sFi7- =I (For) @&L& ‘0 
Still Eq. (4.89) has a unique solution Si;‘z(~o, ,v), which is C’ in all the 
variables ( J’~, y). To estimate the Ck norm of SC;,” (J‘~, y), we will proceed 
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very much as in Eqs. (4.56))(4.60). Set ljr(1 =su~,,<,,<~ ,:,, rh. Let c be a 
positive constant whose value will be fixed later andset a = cIIYII. 
In Eq. (4.89) we rescale the Grassmann variables in nq( T*B) by the 
factor a my. When resealed, the operator .Y”’ ( ’ 1 is changed into the operator 
L??‘,~ given by 
p, =_I_ 
! 
J+-M-3) 
r2 4 1 
+ (P-)2 + \,G .f’, D”‘) 
We then replace Eq. (4.89) by the new parabolic equation 
(4.90) 
(4.91) 
St. I 
0 =~(,-@<,,,,@$l,,;’ 
Clearly St. 1 and 3;. ’ can be expanded in the form 
,,Z ,?I 
St. 7 = c (St. L)(Yl; 3;. J = c (3;. x )‘Y’, 
0 0 
where (S;.=)(Y), (~~~I-)‘41 are of total degree q in /iY(T*B). Also by 
construction, we have 
(S4. XJ)h!) = a4(S; x p/1, (4.92) 
Observe that for 06/z< 23, 
1 1 r3 1 1 1 1 
,<--. A!!<----. 
4 ’ c4r2 3 -67; 
!A- 
c*r* ’ 3 ’ c.3r2 
(4.93) 
u i.,, N i I, ri./, 0 cr ;,, a- I h 
Also note that in 9’. X’, all the operators except (D““)’ are of order 1 or 
0. Using (4.93) we find that by taking c large enough (independently of 
rEWR+, R*,)), we can estimate s:,, as in (4.30). That is, we find that 
there exists C’ > 0 such that 
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Using (4.92), we find that 
With the notations of (4.31), a similar bound holds for llls;,X l/l r. As in 
(4.38), we set 
Y:;c((rcb YOL (4, y)) = &((r(), rb) EQ:o%[S;,“(J-“, )())I. (4.96) 
We then verify that P”,;; is a solution of Eq. (4.84) and we control the 
derivatives of P;; ;” near 6, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The analogue of 
inequality (4.45) together with the fact that if z -+ + co, Z,(Z)-@/& 
shows that for s E [cc, cx’], as rb -+ + x, Pz;T((r,, yO), (rb, J,)) tends to 0 
faster than exp( - rh*/Bs~(). Using the Malliavin calculus as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we estimate the derivatives of Pz: T 
Once properties (a)-(d) have been established for Pf:;, the proof of the 
uniqueness of P,,, E,X is now standard. In fact, it suffices to establish similar 
results for the adjoint equations (which is of the same kind) and to proceed 
as in [F, Chap. 91. 
For arbitrary t> 0, let us observe that if we scale the Grassmann 
variables db” in A( T*B) by the factor fi, A’, is changed into Jt A;. 
Using our previous results on Pz:;C, we find that our theorem holds for any 
t > 0. For s > 0, let h,, be the dilation of the cone C” (22) 
(r, y) + hv(r, y) = (sr, y), 
We verify easily that 
and (4.85) immediately follows. 1 
We now choose E > 0 small enough so that Theorem 4.4 holds. 
(4.97) 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For any y E dZ, as t J 0, 
Tr,CPZ:?((l, I,), (1, y))l = WC ~9 (4.98) 
Proof: We localize the problem at (1, 4’) as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
From the analogue of (4.82), we find that as t JO, Tr, [ P: “( ( 1, >I), 
(1, y))] -+O. By the same argument as in [BFI, Theorem 1.51, we prove 
that Tr,[P:,“(( 1, y), (1, y))] has an asymptotic expansion as t JO, where 
only integer powers of t appear. The proof of (4.98) is completed. 1 
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V. A HEAT EQUATION FORMULA FOR THE CHERN CHARACTER 
In this section, we prove that the Chern character of the 
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index bundle can be represented by a heat equation 
formula. This result is the natural extension of the corresponding result for 
families of manifolds without boundary [Bl, Theorems 2.6 and 3.41. The 
results of Theorem 4.1 on the superconnection heat kernels on the fibers 
with conical singularity Z’ are used in an essential way. 
Our assumptions are the same as in Section 3. In particular, we still 
suppose that Assumption Hl of Section 3 is verified. We use the same 
notations as in Section 4. In particular .r3’; is any of the operators 
(V + J DE)*, (i+ + fi ,y*. (A;)*. 
We take E > 0 small enough so that Theorems 3.2, 4.1, and 4.4 hold. By 
Theorem 4.1, the kernel P;,,(x. Y’) on the fibers Z’ is trace class and so 
Tr,[exp - (.d:)] = [ Tr,[P’i,,(.Y, x)] cl.u. (5.1) 
-/ 
If E is a vector bundle on B with a connection V and if V’ is the 
curvature of E, the normalized Chern character ch(E) is represented in 
cohomology by the closed form Tr[exp( -V’)]. 
We now prove the obvious extension of [Bl, Theorems 2.6 and 3.41. 
THEOREM 5.1. For E > 0 small enough and ,for an)! t > 0, the smooth 
differential ,forms 
Tr,[exp-(V+$‘? D’)‘] 
Tr,[exp - (9” + J’f D”)‘] 
Tr,[exp - (G’;)‘] 
(5.2) 
are closed and represent in cohomology the normalized Chern character 
ch( Ker D + - Ker D ~~ ) = ch(Ker D”, - Ker 07 ). 
Proof. We will prove the theorem for the form Tr,[exp - (V + $ D’)*]. 
First, we will prove that the C” form Tr,s[exp - (V + fi D”)‘] is closed. 
The proof is very similar to the proof of [Bl, Proposition 2.91. Still we 
have to be careful because of the cone tips 6,. 
Let b, E B and let V be an open neighborhood of b, in B taken as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. We trivialize the fibration-Z’ and the vector bundles 
F@ 5 over n ‘(I’), so that now the operators (V + fi D’)’ act on a fixed 
vector space, which does not depend on b E V. 
Set &‘y’” = (G + fi D;)‘, and let Pf(x, x’) (x, X’ E Z&) be the C” kernel 
of exp( -s,~F.~) (calculated with respect to the volume measure of the fiber 
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Z&. Using the estimates of Theorem 4.1 and Eq. (4.5) we find that 
Duhamel’s formula holds, i.e., if h E I’, 
PT(x, s’) - P$y.Y, x’) 
1 * 
=-i ! ds P;(x, a)(.q:$ - .az;:p, Py ,(.Y, x’) d.Y. (5.3) ” 0 G” 
If (h’ , . . . . !Y’) is a coordinate chart on V, we find that for 1 5 x =< m, 
Using the fact that Tr, vanishes on supercommutators [Q], we get from 
(5.4) that 
dTr,[exp( -.&;f’“)]h=hO= - [ 
” Lha 
Tr,[dd;:~P:“(.u, .u’)]\-,=, d.~. (5.5) 
By choosing the parallel transport trivialization of the fibration Z’ and 
also of F@< at h,, we may in fact prove that 
dTr,[exp( -&:,“)]h=ho= - j Tr,[[V, &‘;:y], P~(.Y, s’)],,= ,d.x. (5.6) 
7hn 
Note at this stage that the operator [V, L&“;~“] does not involve any dif- 
feren_tiation in the radial directions r, because the coordinate r is parallel 
for V. Since ~2”;” = (V + J? D”)‘, we have 
[v + v;;D’, .ti;“] = 0. (5.7) 
From (5.6), (5.7), we find that 
=- I “& Try{ [&;.h”, dGDc], P~(.Y, x’) 1 r, = 1 d.y. (5.8) 
By Eq. (4.5), we know that [J%‘;.~*, P)o] =0 and so from (5.8), we get 
dTr,[exp( -&‘;,“)]b=ho= -1 TrS( [&‘y.““, J?D’.Py](x, x)) dx. (5.9) 
2, 
By Theorem 4.1, D”P;,bo is a bounded kernel, and so 
!” Tr,,{ C&l”“, D”Py](x, x)} d.u % 
= lim s Try{ [L&‘;~~~P~“, D’PF](x, x)} d>-. (5.10) $10 Z& 
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Since by [Q], Tr, vanishes on finite-dimensional supercommutators, 
using the kernels of the operator .c4 ;.boPfo and D”Py, we find easily that for 
s > 0, 
[,G@‘;~~~PQ”, DLPf”](x, x)} dx = 0. (5.11) 
From (5.9)-(5.11) we get 
d Tr,[exp( -LZ~;‘“)] = 0. (5.12) 
We claim that the differential form on B x R*, , 
(5.13) 
is closed on B x R*, In fact, observe that 
It is then not difficult to prove that the operator exp- (G+ dt(c?/?r) + 
,/t DE)’ has a well-defined kernel, which has the same properties as the 
kernel P:, , . In the analogue of formula (5.3) note that the operators 
(a/&) St;” and (8/dt)(D”/2 ,:‘;) both contain radial differentiation 
operators. However, because of the decay property, at the cone tips, of the 
kernels we are considering, the analogue of Eqs. (5.3)-(5.11) still holds on 
BxR*,. In particular, the form (5.13) is closed on B x R*, We 
immediately deduce that the cohomology class of the closed form 
Tr,[exp - (v + fi D”)‘)] on B does not depend on t > 0. 
In [Bl, Theorem 2.61, to prove that the heat equation superconnection 
forms represent the Chern character of the index bundle, a deformation 
argument is given, which uses in an essential way the fact that when D is 
invertible, the inverse of D is a pseudodifferential operator. The construc- 
tion of a generalized parametrix for the operator D” which was given in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2, would permit us to adapt the proof of [Bl 1. 
We will here give a different proof of our theorem, which is inspired by 
an argument of Gillet and Soule [GS]. As in [Bl, Section 21, we first 
assume, that for any b E B, 
Ker 0’: b = { 0 }. (5.14) 
By Theorem 3.2, we know that 0; is a continuous family of Fredholm 
operators in End(H ‘+ , H’! ). Therefore by [A, p. 1561, Ker D”, is a 
continuous subbundle of the Hilbert bundle HT. 
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As in [Bl, Section 21, the essential point is to prove that Ker 0’: is in 
fact a smooth vector bundle on B. Take h,, C’ as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. For h E V, we identify HA and H 6,, as in Theorem 3.2, so that 
the operators 01 act on the fixed vector spaces H&. Let P,,,,, be the 
orthogonal projection operator from HO,,h, on Ker D’+,ho. Let @,, be the 
linear map 
l=H’,.ho~ (D’;,,k P.+,,,,h) E Ho .,,, ,O Ker D”,.h,,. (5.15) 
Since DL+.ho is a Fredholm operator, @,, is one to one. Therefore, by taking 
V sufficiently small, we may and we will assume that for hi V, @,, is 
invertible. 
Moreover, as a family of operators in Hom(H ]+,hO, H? ,ho@ Ker D’,,,,,)). 
the family h E V + Qh is obviously smooth. 
If g,, . . . . g, is a base of Ker Dc+.h,, we then find that (di, ‘(g, ) ... 
@)h ‘(g,)) is a smooth base of Ker D’, ,, in H 1 ho. 
If D’;,,g =O, then exp( - (D”- D(i);) g= g. ‘By Theorem 4.1, we know 
that the operator exp( - (D” DC+)) is given by a smooth kernel Ph(,y. x’) 
(for X, X’E .Z;,\{6a)). So if gc Ker Dc+,h, we have 
* g(x) = 
i 
T’Q, x’) g(Y) 4.Y (5.16) 
Z;, 
and so for I $isp, 
@h ‘(g,)(x) =I,, 7+(X, x’) @A l (g,)(x) dx. 
%I 
(5.17) 
It follows that @)b ‘( gj)( ) x is smooth in the variable s E rt ‘( V). Finally 
observe that the coordinate r is unchanged in the various trivializations of 
the fibration 2’. It is now obvious that the transition maps for the 
continuous bundle Ker 0: are smooth. 
As a subbundle of HI, Ker D”, inherits the corresponding Hermitian 
product. One verifies easily that this Hermitian metric is smooth. Let V’ be 
any unitary connection on the Hermitian vector bundle Ker D’; 
We now proceed according to Gillet and Soule [GS]. Let i be the inclu- 
sion Ker D’; + H ‘+ . Consider the ZZ graded complex, 
I O-KerD’+- H,--+ H 0 - 0. I I)‘. (5.18) 
The complex (5.18) is acyclic. We will then apply the superconnection 
formalism to this complex. Namely, for C(E R, let ,92 be the operator 
(h, h’) E Ker D’, 0 H! 7 xi(h) + D” h’ E H”, (5.19) 
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and let 9” be the operator 
h”EHI, - ‘Y’ (xP+ h”, D’, h”) E Ker 0’; OH” (5.20) 
The operator 9” is the formal adjoint of “r”, Set 
If (h, h’) E Ker D”+ @ H:, then 
4” 9” + (h, h’) = (dh, D’,- D’, h’). (5.21 ) 
Similarly, if Iz” E H : , 
‘,: 5“ (A”) = r’f’, h” + D’ D’, h”. (5.22) 
V = V” @V is a connection on the Zz graded vector bundle 
(Ker 0: @ H”) @ HT. So for any t > 0, V + $ 9;“” is a superconnection. 
Again, we have the identity 
By using the methods in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one verifies that the 
operator exp( - (V + J G/Z ’ t r‘ ) ) 1s well defined, and that with the obvious 
modifications, the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 still hold. In particular, by 
proceeding as in (5.3) (5.12), we find that for any t > 0, the C Y forms on 
B Tr,[exp - (V + & 9’)‘] are closed, and that their cohomology class 
does not depend on t or CL 
By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we find that for any 3, 9; 
(resp. 92 ) is a Fredholm operator from Ker 0’: 0 H ‘- into H’: (resp. 
from H \ into Ker D&+ @ H” ). Also for c( # 0, 9: and 8” are one-to-one 
operators. In particular, since V9: and VU’ are one forms on B with 
values in the set of continuous operators from Ker 0’; @HI into HO, 
(resp. from H L into Ker D”+ @ H’f ), we find that for LX # 0, the one form 
(VP)(9’))’ takes its values in the set of bounded operators from 
(KerD’+@H;)@H: into itself. A similar result holds for the form 
(V)2 (W-‘. 
We now will prove that if CI # 0, 
lim Tr,$[exp( ~ (V + fi .9”)‘)] = 0. (5.23) 
rt t-x 
From (5.23) the theorem will follow under assumption (5.14). In fact, 
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(5.23) shows that for any t > 0, LX E R, the forms Tr,[exp - [V + J? P’“)‘] 
are exact. Also 
Tr,[exp - (V + .,& .g”)‘] = Tr[exp( -V”)‘] - Tr,[exp - (V + j? II)‘]. 
(5.24) 
Since the form in (5.24) is exact, the form Tr,[exp- (a+ vi; O)‘] 
represents z( Ker Pi+. ). 
We now prove (5.23). Set 
2; = - (J v 2X + (V)‘). 
By Duhamel’s formula (which can be used by Theorem 4.1) we know that 
exp( -s(V + JY 2”)“) 
= exp( -st(P!“)‘) + 1’ exp( -s, t(C2’)‘) 
‘0 
x~:exp(-(s-s,)t(CSZ)Z)CI.F,+ ..‘. 
We will write (5.25) in the form 
exp( -s(V + ,/? 9z)2) = Qy,, + Q,:,, + 
Note that 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
Qy , = exp( -.st(g’)‘) 
(5.27) 
+ ir exp( -(s-.s,)(L%~~)~)~~~Q~,,,’ cls,. - 0 
We claim that when acting on the Hilbert bundle (Ker LY+ 0 H’)~ ) 
@HO,, the operators Qt,, (0 5 s 5 1, 1 5 t < + xl) have a uniformly bounded 
norm. This is clearly true for Qy,,. If llQf,,li x is the norm of Qt,,, we deduce 
from (5.27) that 
I‘ \;‘2 
lIQ”;,ll x 5 I,, llQf,,‘ll 7 IIT exp(-t(s-.~,)(~~)‘)ll f~ dyI 
,!2 
+ i llexp(-(s-s,)t(~“)2)~~I/~ llQ$ ‘IIT do,. (5.28) 0 
Now 
ll~‘:exp( -(I -.~l)f(~:“)2)ll, 
2 IIB;(Sx)m’lI,, //i@“exp( -(l -s,) t(gZ)Z)lIr (5.29) 
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As we saw before (5.23), we know that 
~la:(w-‘~~, Ic(l+,/?). 
Also using spectral theory, we find that since 9” is self-adjoint, 
(5.30) 
/Ig!“exp( - (~-~,)t($@~)‘)l/ 1 5 
J&g 
(5.31) 
So if we uniformly bound lie:,, ‘(I x, we also uniformly bound the first 
term in the r.h.s. of (5.27). Taking it adjoint in (5.3) we bound in the same 
way llev( -(I -.~,)t(~“)‘)~;ll, an d so uniformly bound I/ Qt,J % 
Let IlQ~,,ll, be the norm of Qf,, as a trace class operator acting on 
(Ker DE, @ HO ) @ HO, Using (5.27) again, since I/ Q”;,J x is uniformly 
bounded, we find that 
llQ~,,ll, 5 Cli’2 lW’:exp( - (.~--~,)f(~‘)~)ll, do, 
+ CJ”2 Ilexp( - (~--,)t(9)~) 9YylI, ds,. (5.32) 
0 
We now fix s > 0. Let 2 be the lowest eigenvalue of the operator ( GPX)2. 
Then 3. is positive. Also for any c > 0, the operator exp( - ~(9”“)‘) is trace 
class. We then deduce easily that, for t large enough, for any s, <s/2 then 
I c exp - (.s-~)t”‘)~,~cexp(-~) 
for t large enough and Using (5.30), (5.31), and (5.33) we find that 
s, < s/2, 
IlWy exp( - (s -s,)~(Y)~II, 5 C’( 1 + & ) kexp [+I. (5.34) 
(5.33) 
From (5.34) we find that for any s > 0, as t r + x, 
J 
.\). 2
lI99Texp( -(.~-s,)t(9’)‘II, ds, +O. (5.35) 
0 
By taking adjoints, we can use a similar argument for the second term 
in the r.h.s. of (5.32). The proof of (5.23) is completed. 
When Ker D’: is not O-dimensional, we choose sections of s,, . . . . sy of 
Fp @ 5 as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (i.e., which vanish near CM, and so 
which take the value 0 on the cones C(aZ)), and we proceed as in [St, end 
of Section 21. 
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We have thus proved that for any t > 0, the form 
Tr,,[exp - (5/ + J? D”)‘] is closed and represents in cohomology 
s[Ker D’+ - Ker D”~ 1. By proceeding as in [ Bl, Proposition 2.101 and of 
course still using the result of Theorem 4.1, we can prove that the other 
two forms in (5.2) are closed and are in the same cohomology class as the 
form Tr,[exp - (v + fi D”)‘]. 
The proof of our theorem is completed. 1 
VI. ADIABATIC LIMIT AND THE INDEX FORMULA FOR THE 
ATIYAH-PATODI-SINGER INDEX BUNDLE 
In this section, we establish our final formula for the Chern character of 
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer Index bundle. The section is organized as 
follows. In (a), we calculate the limit as t -+ 0 of the expression 
Tr,[exp( - (A:)2], which was obtained in Theorem 5.1. We thus obtain in 
Theorem 6.2 the obvious extension of Theorem 1.9 (which covered the case 
of one single fiber). We get an expression for &(Ker D + - Ker D ~~ ), which 
is the difference of two terms both depending on E > 0: 
l One is a local ChernWeil characteristic polynomial integrated 
along the fiber Z. 
l The other is a global invariant J” of the family of manifolds (32. 
In (b) we take the limit in a suitable sense of the local term as ~10. In 
(c), we calculate the limit d of the forms J” as E -+ 0 by an adiabatic limit 
technique. In Theorem 6.8, we thus obtain the obvious extension of 
Theorem 1.13. The form i was first introduced in [BCZ, Definition 4.931. 
Finally in (d), we establish our main formula for ch( Ker D + - Ker D ). 
Our assumptions and notations are the same as in Sections 335. In 
particular, we still suppose that assumption Hl of Section 3 is verified. 
(a) The Limit as t -+ 0 qf the Chern Character Forms 
We now choose E > 0 small enough so that Theorems 4.1, 4.4, and 5.1 
hold. Recall that P:,r(~u, x’) (x, X’E C=(aZ)) is the C” kernel associated 
with the operator exp( - (A>“)2). We first define an even differential form 
on B. This definition extends Definition 1.8. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let J” be the smooth even differential form on B. 
(6.1 ) 
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Note that the integral in (6.1) converges. In fact as $9 + 0, Proposition 4.5 
takes care of the convergence. As s -+ + x, we can use Eq. (4.85) and the 
decay of the kernel Pt,‘x at the cone tips 6,, to prove that the integral (6.1) 
also converges. 
We now prove our first explicit result on the Chern character of the 
virtual bundle Ker D c - Ker D 
THEOREM 6.2. The ,following identity holds 
l,iE Tr,[exp( -A;)2] = & 
c i 
‘!” a(iR7.“) Tr[exp( -I,‘)] -J” (6.2) 
7 
and the convergence is uniform on the compact manljbld B. The differential 
forms Tr,[exp( - Ay)2] are closed, as is the right-hand side of (6.2). The), all 
belong to the same cohomolog?l class and represent the normalized Chern 
character z( Ker D + - Ker D ) = &(Ker 0’; - Ker D” ). 
ProojI By Theorem 5.1, we know that for any t > 0, the form Tr,s[exp((A;)2] 
is closed and represents in cohomology s(Ker D + - Ker D ) = 
ch(Ker D”+ - Ker D’!- ). Using now Theorems 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, the proof of our 
theorem is formally very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.9. The fact that 
the limit of a family of cohomologous differential forms is in the same 
cohomology class is standard. Since here B is compact, we can use 
Poincare duality to obtain this result. 
As a consequence of Theorem 6.2, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6.3. The differential ,form dJ” is given t1~9 the formula 
a(iR”,‘) Tr[exp( -L’)]. (6.3 1 
Proof: The right-hand side of (6.2) is necessarily a closed differential 
form on B. Therefore 
a(iR”,‘) Tr[exp( -I,‘)]. (6.4) 
On the other hand. we have 
^ 
d(A(iR=,“) Tr[exp( -L”)]) = 0. (6.5) 
From (6.5) and an obvious version of Stokes theorem with integration 
along the fiber, we find that 
dIz a(iR”.‘) Tr[exp( -L”)] = j,,/ a(iR”,‘) Tr[exp( -Li)]. (6.6) 
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Note that the choice of signs in the r.h.s. of (6.6) is not absolutely 
obvious: the + sign comes from the fact that the degree of both sides of 
(6.6) in the Grassmann variables of T*B is odd. (6.3) follows from 
(6.4)-(6.6). 
Remctrk 6.4. J’: is a differential form which only depends on the fibra- 
tion CM jx B and on the corresponding metrics. Because of the special 
choice of the metric g’.” on the tubular neighborhood U, the restriction of 
a(iR”.‘) Tr[exp( -L’)] to 2M only depends on this fibration, and not on 
the way the fibers ?Z bound. So there is no contradiction in formula (6.3). 
Formula (6.3) can also be proved directly, without any reference to the 
Index problem with boundary. 
(b) The Limit as E + 0 qf the Local Index Forms 
We will now extend in a families situation what we did in Section l(h) 
for one single fiber. Let gz be a smooth metric on TZ, which is given on 
the tubular neighborhood Eli of (7M by 
d,.z + g?=, (6.7) 
In particular, for every fiber Z,, the restriction of g’ to TZ, verifies the 
conditions of [APSl]. Let Vz be the canonical Euclidean connection on 
TZ associated with the triple (TZ, gz, THM) [Bl, Section 21. Let R’ be 
the curvature tensor of Vz. As in (2.11) one can prove easily that, on ?M, 
if Y, Y’ E THM, 
Rz 1. ~0, 
i > Sr’ 
R”(Y, Y’$=o. 
c’r 
Also if T is the tensor canonically associated with V’ [Bl, Section 11, on 
“2, T takes values in T dZ. Let C” be the form provided by Chern-Weil 
theory such that 
a( iR’,‘,) - A( jRZ) = dc’. (6.9) 
The classical construction of C” is as follows. Set 
For 0 < I < 1, let ‘Vzxi: be the connection on TZ, 
IVZ,” = vz + ,K’. 
and let ‘Rx,’ be the curvature of ‘Vz,‘. Then C” is given by c”= (,$(j’Rz~F), K”) d/, (6.10) 
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Let j be the embedding 8A4 -+ M. We now prove the following simple 
result. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. As c JO, 
a(ip) -i &R”) on ?M 
j *cc, + 0 on BM. 
(6.11) 
and the convergence in (6.11) is uniform. 
Proof: We already know that R”.“(aldr, .) = 0, Rz(a/dr, .) = 0. If 
Y, Y’ E THM, U E T ?rZ, using Definition 1.1, Proposition 1.2, and Theorem 
2.2, we find that on c?M. 
RZ.“(Y, Y’)U=R”“(Y, Y’)U-E(T’~(Y, Y’), U),;,(?/Sr). (6.12) 
Also using Theorem 2.2, we get 
R’,“(Y, Y~)~=v::;,,,,,,,ii;,i. (6.13) 
Using Definition 1.1, Proposition 1.2, and Theorem 2.2 again, we get 
R=( Y, Y’) f = T’=( Y, Y’) on aM. (6.14) 
From (6.12), (6.14), we find that as ~10, with respect to the splitting 
TZ= TiJZ@ {a/&}, 
R=.“( Y, Y’) --+ 
i 
R”‘( Y, Y’) T”z( Y, Y’) 
0 i 0 
If U, U’ E T SZ, since Rz,“(d/dr, .) = 0, using the symmetries of the 
Levi-Civita curvature in one given fiber Z, we get 
Rz.‘j U, U’)(c’/&) = 0. (6.16) 
Also if U” E T dZ, by Proposition 1.2, then as E 10, 
,=.“( u, u’) u” + R”=(U, lJ’) u”. (6.17) 
Using Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 2.2, we find that if YE THM, 
U, U’ E T”=, 
Rz,“( U, Y)(a/&) = T’=( U, Y) 
Rz3’( U, Y) U’ = RTz( U, Y) U’ ~ c( Tiz( U. Y), U’ )(c?/c?r) 
(6.18) 
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and so on 8A4, 
R-( U, Y) + 
RCz(U, Y) T’“(U, Y) 
0 0 ! 
Also one verifies that 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Using (6.15)-(6.20), we obtain the first line in (6.11). Also using again 
Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 2.2, we find that on ZM, if YE THM, 
U 3 U’ E T”’ 3 
K”( Y) = 0 
(6.21 ) 
K”( U)( a/ar) = u, K”(U) U’ = -c( u, u’)(a/ar). 
In particular, as e JO, 
F(U)+ ; ; . ( 1 (6.22 ) 
So we find that if we restrict the forms ‘RZ,“, K’: to T C?M, there is a one 
form b on T aM with values in T i?Z such that 
,RZ.C --) (“0” ‘7’) 
It follows from (6.23) that 
A^(&‘.” + dlK”) + &‘R”). 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
Moreover, 
,j(i’R”.i + d/ K”) = ,j(i’R”J) + d/(,ij’(i’R’.“), K’ ), (6.25) 
From (6.24), (6.25), we find that j*C” --t 0. The proposition is proved. 1 
A consequence of Theorem 6.2 is the following result. 
THEOREM 6.6. For e > 0 .small enough, a representative in cohomolog?! of’ 
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z( Ker D + - Ker D ) = ch(Ker D’; - Ker D’ ) 
diffrrential ,jorm on B, 
is @en by the smooth 
< A^(#) Tr[exp( -L’)] 
/ 1 \‘i 
+ki L )J i/l (j*C) Tr[exp( -L’)] -J’. (6.26) 
Proof By Theorem 6.2 and by (6.9) we know that ch(Ker D’,, - Ker D’ ) 
is represented by the form 
a(@) Tr[exp( - L;)] 
+ & 
i > 
‘j d[C”Tr[exp( -L’)] -S. 
.? 
(6.27) 
We now use the fact that 
j d[(.‘Tr[exp(-L’)]]=d~LC”Tr[exp(-L’)] 
7 
+I:,(.i*c)Tr[exp(-L’)]. (6.28) 
The theorem immediately follows from (6.27) (6.28). 1 
By Proposition 6.5, we know that as t: J 0, 
(j*C’) Tr[exp( -L”)] + 0. (6.29) 
In the next section, we study the limit as E JO of J”. 
(c) The Adiabatic Limit of’J” 
We first recall the definition of the form ?j associated with the family of 
Dirac operators D’” given in Bismut and Cheeger [BC2, Definition 4.931. 
Recall that the superconnection A: was defined in Definition 2.10. 
We use the same conventions as in [BF2, Section Zf]. Namely, we still 
assume that our computations for 4 are done in the graded algebra 
A(T*B)gc(TaZ) (where c(T8Z) is the Clifford algebra of (TJZ, g’“)). 
The notation Tr”“‘“[...], introduced in Quillen [Q], denotes the even part 
of the form Tr[...]. 
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By [BGS, Theorem 2.11; BC2, Eq. (4.86)], as ~10, 
& ‘)--” 
[( 
& D“‘+ %)exp(-A:‘)]=C+O(s). (6.30) 
DEFINITION 6.7. t denotes the smooth even form on B. 
q- ’ -tr J;r i, TreVe” 4 D“z + %)exp(-.4t2)]$. (6.31) 
By [BC2, Theorem 4.953, we know that 
‘j a(#“) Tr[exp( -Lc)]. 
% 
(6.32) 
We now prove the basic result which extends Theorem 1.13. 
THEOREM 6.8. The jbllowing identity holds un~fortnl~~ on B: 
lim Y = i. (6.33) 
6: 1 0 
Proqf: The proof of Theorem 6.8 is divided into two main steps, which 
extend the two steps in the proof of Theorem 1.13. Note that by Proposi- 
tion 4.5 and by (6.30), the functions of s > 0, 
can be extended by continuity at s = 0. 
We first prove: 
THEOREM 6.9. For any s 3 0, 
= -~TreVe”[(&D’z+(~))exp(-,4,;2)] (6.35) 
and the convergence is unifbrm on the compact subsets of R + 
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Pwqf: By (4.83) A:.’ is given by the formula 
and so 
(6.37) 
Note that as in (1.62), the Clifford variable ,fi is scaled with the factor $c. 
The proof that, to study the limit asEJ0 ofTr,[P;.“((l, r), (I, J))], we 
can localize the problem in the slice ]i, $[ x ?Z essentially follows from the 
estimates in the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4, and more specifically from 
an estimate very similar to (4.80) (with .Y = I ). 
Let Q,(J’, j.‘) be the smooth kernel associated with the operator 
exp [ -A:” - &‘(~v D’/ + c(T”)/4))). 
By using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 1.14. and 
using in particular ( 1.63). we find that for s > 0, 
‘limTr,[P:.‘((l. J), (1, J$))]=& (Tr”“‘[e,(y, J.)])““‘, (6.38) 
.s / 10 .s ,; 71,s 
uniformly on (72. 
The fact that the convergence is uniform as i: J 0 and also for bounded s 
is the same as in the second proof of the families Index theorem given in 
[Bl, Section 51, in [BF2, Theorem 3.121 and in Proposition 1.14. Finally. 
observe that by Duhamel’s formula, 
Tr”“” SD”+ 
=-! (Tr”“‘[o,(J’, J,)] I”“‘” (i.t’, (6.39) c’/ 
(6.35) now follows from (6.38)-(6.39). 1 
To prove our theorem, we now must prove that the dominated con- 
vergence theorem can be used in the integral (6.1) which defines J’. So we 
uniformly will bound 
1 ^ - 
S /J 
Tr,Cf’:‘((l, .v), (1, .v))l 4 (6.40) 
i/ 
as i-: JO by an integrable function as .s T + ;c# 
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If (0 E A( T*B), let o”” be the component of w in .4”( T*B). Let P:‘. ’ be 
the kernel on CX(?Z) associated with exp( -s(A’; ’ )‘). Clearly, 
1 
(PI 
Tr,[PF”((l, x), (1, x))] & 
= Tr,[P:“,‘((l, J’), (1. J’))] 41, 
I 
/ ,‘I 
(6.41 ) 
Instead of (6.40) we will dominate as s t + c%: the function of s, 
( 6.42 ) 
We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. L’ denotes a 
positive constant which will be fixed later. Set 
As in [BF2, Proof of Theorem 3.14; BC2, Section 31. we also will use the 
resealing procedure of Getzler [Gel on the variable j’, . Namely, observe 
that d~l’ and i,, act naturally on the exterior algebra n(C). Also 
We now define p’. X by formula (4.90) and we still consider Eq. (4.91 
for 3: Y Clearly we can express 37 % in the form 
3; ’ = 3;:; +,fl @ s;.: ) (6.44) 
where sy:, SC;: are now smooth kernels acting on the sections of F, 0 ,’ 
over C’“(aZ). By ( 1.63), we know that for any ~3 E ?Z, 
Tr.,[S:,“(.)t, J)] =2 Tr’“‘“[S;,:(Jt, J)]. (6.45) 
We now assume that dy’, i, anticommute with t>, , ,... e,, , E c( TilZ), and 
we formally replace .f, by ~JI’/,/% - Vi; i,, Set 
We also use the notation 
Tr”“‘[~.“(y, ,,,)I =Tf=n 
(6.46) 
(6.47 ) 
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Using (6.45), we get 
Tr,[.$$“(y, J’)] =2 &Tr”“[S;,:(j,, J)] (6.48 ) 
Let 2:” be the operator obtained from P: ’ by replacing .f’, by 
dJ)‘/& - & i,;. We obtain 
+ (VI’)* + r2 vu @” r fju c( p”) 
- =(c(T”))‘+--- 
0’ ru a3 4 
+ (dy’ - Ei,,) 
4a’ 
c( T”‘)]. (6.49) 
Using (4.91), we find that q,r; (JS”, ) is the solution of the parabolic equa- 
tion: 
(6.50) 
We find from (4.92). (4.96) (6.48) that 
Tr.yCf’.~“~x((L .vd (1, .~d)l’~ 
=2,/‘gp;,(l, l)E”;II”‘~jaPTrd”[~~,X(),O, ~o)]}‘p’. (6.51) 
We assume that s 3 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1.13, we consider two 
cases. 
(a) The CCIX ichew 2~s < 1. By (4.37), we know that 
(6.52) 
Also for z 3 1, by (4.41) 
I exp(4 (,,-2,.:2dC- 
L’ v- 
(6.53) 
From (6.52), (6.53) we find that if 2~s < 1, & pi,,( 1, 1) is bounded. Note 
that the coefficients of p:s do no longer diverge as E JO. We can thus 
proceed as in the proof of inequality (4.94) in the proof of Theorem 4.4. By 
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taking c large enough (independently of r E %(R + ; R*, ) or of I: > 0), we find 
there is y E N such that if s 3 1, 2ES 6 1. 
ITr”J”[S;$-L(.vo; JIGS)]/ d C( 1 + lirli”) exp 
1 
-g-r,:’ d/z/r,?,, 
I 
(6.54) 
Now by (4.39), for any p’ > 0, if 2~s d 1, E Q;‘.I’ I”[ llrll”‘] is uniformly 
bounded. Using (6.5 1 ), (6.54), and by proceeding as in (4.43))(4.45), we 
find that there is C’ > 0 such that if s 3 1, 2~s < 1, then 
( 
I j (01 2).2)?+2<’ ‘:;‘Ij 12 1 
<c 
I ,I,- 2) 2 
( ) 
2ES 
Using (4.41) again, we know that there exists c” > I such tha 
(z) < c”. 
Also for s > 8/3C’, 2~s 6 1 it is clear that 
.t if 
(6.35) 
z> 1, 
(6.56) 
(6.57) 
Using (6.54))(6.57) and Proposition 1.15, we find that ifs> 8/3C’, 2~s 6 1, 
then 
lTr,Cf’F”((l, ~~1, (1, yo))l 
(6.58) 
The r.h.s. of (6.58) is dominated by C exp( -j. ,,<) (for i > 0). 
(b) The case where 2~s 3 1. We use again Eq. (6.51) and (6.54). By 
proceeding the way we did after (4.40), we easily find that 
EQ;i.~“Z”[llr~lY] < c(1 + (ES)Y’2). (6.59) 
Using (4.44), (6.51), (6.52), (6.54), (6.59), and CauchyySchwarz’s 
inequality, we find that there exists p’>O such that for .r3 1, 
ITr,CC’-‘((1, JX~), (1, .vo))l/ 
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For 2~s 2 1. I,,, z, ?( I !.21:.s) is bounded, and so 
ITr,[Ps”.‘((I. .I,,,). (I. .r,,))]i 
i 
< c , c ( 1 + s” ) I,,,,, 7, 1,’ Z( 
i 
We now use inequality (1.83). We find that 
Also, by Stirling’s formula, for j: > 0 large enough, 
From (6.61) (6.64) we finally find that 
(6.61 ) 
6.62 1 
6.63 ) 
(6.64) 
(6.65) 
From (6.65) we find that there is K > 1 such tha; for >: >O small enough, 
if 21:s 3 I and ,s >, K. 
iTr,[ P:’ ’ ( ( I, .I’,) 1, ( 1. J’(J )] I < C”‘:.sJ. ( 6.66 ) 
Using (6.41), (6.58) and (6.66). we find that we can use the dominated 
convergence theorem in the integral which defines .I’. The proof of 
Theorem 6.8 is completed. 1 
Renzurk 6.10. The proofs of Theorems I. 13 and 6.8 are strictly parallel. 
In particular, as should be the case. the estimate (1.65) in Proposition I.1 5 
plays a key role in both proofs. Also observe that the Getzler resealing 
procedure which we used in our proof of Theorem 6.8 provides us with 
the obvious extension of inequalities (1.76)--l 1.78) in our proof of 
Theorem 1.13. 
(d ) The Chtw chuructcr of the A ti>d- Putoclik SingcJr Itu1c.u hutztllc: The 
,fintrl,fOr~~ul~~. We now formulate the main result of this paper. 
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I ‘- 
i-i 1 ~2ni, -, A( iR’) Tr[exp( - L- )] ~ ~j. (6.67 ) 
Mowowr, ,fiv c > 0 .cmull ~v7014~l1, ch( Ker D’, ~- Ker D’ ) i.s trl.so r~~pwscwtcd 
hi, t/w tl~f~rrtwtiui ,fotw (6.67 ). 
Proo/: This follows from Proposition 6.5 and from Theorems 6.6 
and 6.8. 1 
Rcr~rtrk 6.12. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 6.5. on CM. ae 
ha\:e the equality 
/i(iR’) = .i(iR”‘). (6.68 ) 
Since (6.67) is a closed form. by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
we obtain formula (6.32) for &j which was given in [RC2]. 
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